
Magical reunion for the fairies of Toowoomba's 

fairy shop 28th Oct 2013 7:14 AM 

 

Gathering for a reunion of fairy queens at Toowoomba's iconic Fairy Shop are (reigning Queen Fairy 
Fae (aka Barbara Hull), Fairy Nikkle Tickle (aka Nikki Johnston), Fairy Seals (Celia Volp), Fairy Jennie 
(Jennie Byrne) and Fairy Phyl (Phyl Harman).Nev Madsen 
MAGIC was in the air as five very special fairies gathered at 267 Margaret St. 
Fairy Queens of the past came together to give their blessing of reigning Queen Fairy Fae's new 
home. 
Toowoomba's iconic Fairy Shop opened in 1993 by Fairy Nikkle Tickle (otherwise known as Nikki 
Johnston). 
"I believe this fairy shop is the oldest remaining fairy shop in Australia," Ms Johnston said. 
"I opened the shop when the fairy world was really taking off. 
"And I thought a fairy shop would be perfect for Toowoomba, and it has been." 
A few weeks ago, newly crowned Queen Fairy Fae (aka Barb Hull) made the decision to move the 
store down the road. 
To celebrate the occasion, long-time Fairy Jennie Byrne invited past owners of the Fairy Shop to 
return. 
Fairy Jennie has worked at the Fairy Shop for 17 years alongside the previous five owners. 
"There are so many people who have received so much joy from the shop," Ms Byrne said. 
"I remember, when I first started at the shop, thinking that maybe I was too old to be a fairy. 
"But there was this little girl, who stopped outside the shop and said, 'look, mum, a real-life fairy'. 
"Well, that just made my day and I haven't looked back." 
Fairy Nikkle Tickle owned the shop for five years before selling it to Phyl Harman who had the shop 
for nine years. 
Other owners of the store have been Mrs Harman's daughter Amanda and Celia Volp. 
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